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Abstract
The purpose of the study was to determine the students’ error in learning quadratic equation. The samples were
30 form three students from a secondary school in Jambi, Indonesia. Diagnostic test was used as the instrument
of this study that included three components: factorization, completing the square and quadratic formula.
Diagnostic interview was also used to identify at which level students’ errors occur in solving problems. The
type of error is based on Newman Error Hierarchy Model that includes reading type error, comprehension,
transformation, process skill, and encoding error. Data was analyzed using descriptive statistics: percentage and
frequency. The findings showed that most students make error in transformation and process skill in solving
quadratic equations. There was no error found in reading. The number of students who made encoding error and
carelessness was small. The students’ error in solving quadratic equation was due to their weaknesses in
mastering topics such as algebra, fractions, negative numbers and algebraic expansions.
Keywords: Quadratic equation, Comprehension error, Transformation error, Process skill error
1. Introduction
Problems that arise within the education system are very complex, including the problems associated with
mathematics. Mathematics is the basic knowledge needed by students to extend their learning to a higher level.
Even mathematics is required in our daily lives, regardless of educational background and social life. The benefit
of mathematics is not only limited to knowledge in computation, but more important, when each individual can
master mathematics well, then their pattern of thinking is more rational and critical. The principles of
mathematics enable people to see the problems as facts not as fiction (Hudoyo, 1998).
National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (2000) has emphasized the goal of mathematics education reform
is to produce students who are skilled in resolving problems, in addition to fostering attitudes, interests and a
high motivation towards mathematics. Students should be exposed to skills in interpreting problems, planning
solutions strategy, implementation of plan and rechecking of answers. In order for the students to think
mathematically, students should be exposed to various strategies of problem solving by doing each step carefully,
and systematically.
Error in solving mathematical problems often occurs either in writing, or orally. During the process of teaching
and learning mathematics, students will face many obstacles because problem solving in mathematics is a skill
that is very complex. Sometimes students know how to answer the question stated, but careless in computation.
According to reports of the Third International Mathematics and Science Study (TIMSS, 1999), Indonesian
students ranked 34th out of 38 countries at the international level. It shows mastery of mathematics among
students in Indonesia as a whole is still weak. This weakness may be due to the learning process that focus more
on rote learning, involves less group work, interaction and communication. The mastery of basic mathematical
knowledge is essential in concept development. Without a clear understanding of basic concepts and skills
learned in the early stages, will result in the learning process becomes more difficult at the next stage. This
occurs because the learning process in mathematics is categorized as hierarchical learning process (Liew & Wan
Muhammad, 1991). Mathematical concepts are interrelated with one another.
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The result of National Evaluation of Learning Study (EBTANAS, 2007) for 2001 to 2007 in Jambi Province for
the subjects of mathematics is still very low. The report by the Education Ministry of the State of Jambi (Dinas
Pendidikan Propinsi Jambi) has shown that the performance is still low and has not yet achieved the target. There
are many errors performed by the students particularly in solving quadratic equations. Most errors are found in
solving quadratic equations as compared to other topics. The reason of the occurrence of the errors is because
students have difficulty in solving quadratic equations. A study by Clarkson (1991) found that comprehension
errors make up a high proportion of the errors made when students attempt to solve mathematical word problems.
However, Norasiah (2002) found that most students in her study made comprehension and process skill errors.
Findings by Noraishiyah (2002) revealed that process skill errors are the most common.
The conceptual framework that is used in this study is based on Newman Error Hierarchical Model. The model
of error investigation proposed by Newman (1997) has proved to be a reliable model for mathematics teachers.
The framework has six types of errors: reading error, comprehension, transformation, process skill, encoding
error and carelessness. The Newman Error Hierarchical Model is suitable to be used in identifying students’
error in mathematics. This model has the hierarchy that classifies types of error based on the problem solving
level done by students. According to Clements and Ellerton (1996), Newman used the word “hierarchy” because
she reasoned that failure at any level of the sequence prevents students from obtaining satisfactory solutions.
Prakitipong and Nakamura (2006) pointed out, in the process of problem solving there are two kinds of obstacle
that hinder students from arriving at correct answers:
(a) Problems in linguistics fluency and conceptual understanding that correspond with level of simple reading
and understanding meaning of problems, and
(b)

Problems in mathematical processing that consists of transformation, process skills, and encoding answers.

This classification implies that the students have to interpret the meaning of the question before they proceed to
mathematical processing to obtain appropriate answer.
The outcome of the written students’ work in their test will be evaluated according to the type of error in
Newman Error Hierarchical Model based on the first breakdown point. The conceptual framework is shown in
Figure 1
2. Purpose and Objective of the study
The purpose of this study was to analyze students’ error in learning quadratic equations which focused on
subtopics such as factorization, completing the square and quadratic formula. The following are the objectives of
the study:
a)

to determine the type of students’ error in using factorization

b)

to determine the type of students’ error in using completing the square method.

c)

to determine the type of students’ error in using quadratic formula.

3. Methodology
This study is a case study that used a survey method. The respondents were 30 Form Three students from a
secondary school in Jambi, Indonesia. The justification of selecting these students as respondents are as follows
i) easy access to school, ii) has a situation that is rich in process and sample iii) the researchers can develop a
close relationship with the sample, thus the quality and credibility of research data will be more secured.
3.1 Instrumentation
The study used a set of test question to identify type of students’ error. The researcher developed all the items
and made some modifications. The final instrument with 16 items has three subtopics: factorization, completing
the square and quadratic formula. The Cronbach alpha reliability coefficient of the instrument is 0.83. The
discrimination index is more than 0.3. Therefore, all items of the instruments are acceptable as good item (Abd
Rashid & Siti Rahayah, 2001).
The subtopic of factorization has 6 questions, 5 questions for completing the square and 5 questions for quadratic
formula. The researcher also interviewed the respondent. The interview procedure was based on a modified
Newman Error Hierarchical Model and it was conducted if the respondent failed to answer correctly in their
written test. If they managed to get the answer correct for the second time then the first error that they make
would be considered as carelessness. If the answer was wrong again for the second time then the students were
required to read the question and explained what is required by the question. They were also asked to interpret
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the quadratic problem, perform operation and write the answer. Table 1 below shows the number of items
according to subtopics and the tested skills.
The researcher referred the instrument to two experts who were mathematics teachers who have more than 17
years experience in teaching mathematics in order to check the validity of the instrument. Any inappropriate
items were modified as suggested by the experts in order to suit with the purpose of the study.
Respondent were interviewed based on Newman interview procedure. The following are the questions of the
interview:
i)

Can you read the problem? (Reading level)

ii) What does the question ask you to do? (Comprehension level)
iii) What do you use to solve the question? (Transformation level)
iv) Can you show me the working steps that you have used in order to find the answer? (Process Skills)
v) Tell me what is your answer? (Encoding)
4. Results
The respondent’s profile according to gender and their achievement is represented in Table 2 below. As shown
in Table 2, the students are grouped in three different category of achievement: low, medium and high. The
school has classified students’ achievement based on placement test. Three (3) male and four (4) female students
belong to high category, the medium category has 5 males and 7 females and the low category has 6 males and 5
females.
4.1 Type of Error in Using Factorization
For item 1 to 6, most type of error made by students in using factorization to determine the root of a quadratic
equation were transformation errors followed by process skill errors. The details of the error type based on item
are shown in Table 3.
4.2 Type of Error in Using Completing the Square Method
For item 7 to 11, there are a total of 16 comprehension error, 46 transformation error, 55 process skill error, 4
encoding error and 1 carelessness. Most type of errors made by students were process skill errors. The details of
the error made according to their type are shown in Table 4.
4.3 Type of Error in Solving Quadratics Equation Using Quadratic Formula
For item 12 to 16, there are a total of 8 comprehension error, 55 transformation error, 71 process skill error, 2
encoding error and 3 carelessness. In solving quadratics equation using quadratic formula, it was found that most
students made process skill errors. The details of the error made according to their type are shown in Table 5.
The findings of this study conclude that the error made in learning quadratic equations consist of error in
comprehension, transformation, process skill, encoding and carelessness. However, most of the errors made were
transformation and the process skill errors.
5. Discussion
5.1 Type of error in using factorization
The most frequent errors made by student in using factorization include comprehension error, transformation
error and process skill error. They have problem in the meaning of the word root. Most comprehension errors
occur when students do not understand the terms used. Students’ often misunderstood what the question wants.
This weakness is probably due to the lack of emphasize by teachers in teaching the factorization method.
Teachers must ensure that the teaching of mathematical concepts must be balanced with the arithmetic skills.
The findings of the study are supported by the research of Intanku (2003), Norasiah (2002), Rahim (1997) and
Roslina (1997). They agreed that students always make error in understanding the terms used since the
mathematical terminology is being ignored.
The error type in transformation occurred during computation process especially during multiplication. This
takes place due to computation problem especially among low achievers. Based on Norasiah (2002), most
students make error at the process skill level especially in the expansion of quadratics expression. In computation,
the students make mistake in positive and negative sign when developing algebraic expressions. Errors also
occur when replacing value that has a negative sign. The findings of the study support the research of Norasiah
(2002), Roslina (1997) and Parish & Ludwig (1994) that most low and average students face difficulty in
factorization and simplifying algebraic expressions as well as performing algebraic operations.
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5.2 Type of error in completing the square
In completing the square, students have shown the tendency to make error in transformation and process skill.
This error occurs because students failed to understand and describe what is required by the questions. Most
students did not manage to perform the completing the square method. This results in failure to solve the
problems. Results of this study concurred with the findings of Norasiah (2002) and Rahim (1997), in which
problematic students failed to translate mathematical problems into mathematical form and also having problem
understanding the special terms in mathematics. This failure may be caused by lack of emphasis by teachers on
understanding the language of mathematics and the skills needed by the students. This may also result from the
failure or inability of teachers to ensure that every student master the basic skills before moving to new topics.
Graham et al. (1999) concluded that the learning of mathematics at the early stage should focus on the
development of concept inorder to prepare for learning of advance concept at the higher level. This type of
transformation error occurs when the students failed to see carefully and clearly what is required by the questions.
As a result, they write the answers that are not suitable with concepts and method that they have learnt.
5.3 Type of error in Solving Quadratics Equation Using Quadratic Formula
Transformation errors and process skill errors are the most errors found among students in solving quadratics
equation using quadratic formula. The students have problem in computation and applying the quadratic formula.
Examples of process skills errors committed by students involve the operation of addition, subtraction,
multiplication and division. At the same time students also experienced difficulties in replacing the positive and
negative sign, resulting in errors in using the formula. Although there are some other errors in solving quadratic
equations such as carelessness and encoding errors, the number of errors are small. Results of this study are in
line with the research findings of Liew and Wan Muhammad (1991). The emphasis on algorithmics skills
without explanation on the concept or principle are the factors that cause difficulties in mathematics.
6. Conclusion
The results of this study revealed that most error are transformation errors and process skills errors. Research on
analysis of students’ error in solving quadratic equations will be of most benefit to teachers in secondary
mathematics. The analysis of each student’s problem will enable the teachers to plan their teaching effectively
and meaningful. Based on the analysis, teachers will identify the roots of the problems in students’ learning. As a
result, the outcome of the research can be shared with their colleagues in order to solve the students’ problem.
This study will also help mathematics educators get information on the students’ problem in mathematics
learning. Inorder to counter students’ problem, teachers should be well prepared and be able to conduct analysis
on students learning. The findings of this study can be as a reference for teachers to find alternative ways in
solving students’ problem especially in solving quadratic equations.
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Table 1. Number of Items According to Skills
Subtopic
Skill
Factorization
Determine the root of
quadratic equation using
factorization
Completing the square
Solving quadratic
equation using
completing the square
method
Quadratic formula
Solving quadratic
equation using a formula

Item Number
1-6

Number of Item
6

7 - 11

5

12 - 16

5

Table 2. Respondent’s Profile
Profile
Gender

Achievement
Male

Female

Category
Male

Frequency
14

Percentage (%)
46.7

Female

16

53.3

Low

6

20.00

Medium

5

16.67

High
Low
Medium

3
5
7

10.00
16.67
23.33

High

4

13.33
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Table 3. Type of Error in Factorization
Item

Frequency of Error
Reading Comprehension Transformation Process Skill Encoding

1
2
3
4
5
6
Total

3
5
3
5
2

5
13
17
13
12
16
76

18

8
9
10
11
9
14
61

Carelessness

4
3

2

6
13

2

Table 4. Type of Error in Completing the Square
Reading Comprehension Transformation Process Skill
Item
7
8
9
10
11
Total

2
3
2
4
5
16

4
7
9
11
15
46

7
6
11
14
17
55

Frequency of Error
Encoding
Carelessness
1
3

1

4

1

Table 5. Type of error in solving quadratics equation using quadratic formula
Frequency of Error
Item
Reading Comprehension Transformation Process Skill Encoding Carelessness
12
13
14
15
16

3
2
1
2

7
9
10
12
17

12
11
20
15
13

Total

8

55

71

2

1
2

2

3

Types of Error
Learning of Quadratic Equations

•

Reading

•

Factorization

•

Comprehension

•

Completing the square

•

Transformation

Quadratic Formuls

•

Process Skills

•

Encoding

•

C

l

Figure 1. Conceptual Framework of the study.
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